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To cope up with current and future network challenges, enterprises need a powerful, high-speed platform offering 
insight into the network. 

The Cubro EXA8 is an affordable and high-performance hardware platform designed with network visibility and 
monitoring applications foremost in mind. At the heart of the EXA8 is a 4-core ARM CPU paired with 16GB of DDR4 
RAM. The front panel of the EXA8 features 8 copper ports, 2 x 1/10g SFP+ ports, as well as a management and 
console interfaces. The 8 copper ports of the EXA8 feature a built-in bypass functionality allowing them to not only 
serve as individual ingress/egress ports, but also as a fail-safe TAP for up to 4 links. 

To add even more to the versatility and potential applications of the EXA8 it comes equipped with a 1TB M.2 SSD, 
Micro SD card slot, and two USB 3.0 Interfaces.

At Cubro we believe that the EXA8 truly offers an unpre-
cedented network-centric development platform for an 
almost endless variety of applications. As such, multiple 
options are available direct from vendors, with applica-
tion-specific software packages, as well as a community 
version for research, development, and custom deploy-
ments. 

A must-have tool for all enterprises!

What is the EXA8?
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• CAVIUM ARM64 CPU 16GB DDR4 RAM

• INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SSD STORAGE

• 8X 1G COPPER, 2X 10G SFP+ PORTS

• 4X INTEGRATED CUBRO TAPS (PASSIVE)

• 1U ½ 19” METAL HOUSING W/ PSU

Specifications
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• Open Linux OS allows for use of common CLI utilities, scripting, programming, and installation   

   of third party software; you have full control!

• 2 x 1/10G SFP/SFP+ Ports

• Multi-core ARM CPU with up to 8GBPS throughput performance

• Passively tap up to 4 links or collect traffic for up to 8 1G inputs

• Capture traffic directly on device at up to 2.5GBPS with optional capture filters (Tcpdump syntax)

• Download capture files from Web UI or copy to removable USB/Micro SD Media

• 16GB RAM

• 1TB M.2 SSD

• 2 x USB 3.0 ports

• Micro SD card slot

• Aggregate traffic to 1/10G output at up to 8GBPS

• Analyse captured traffic on device via Web UI

“A flexible hardware platform for endless network applications.”
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Use Cases
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SPAN and Mirror ports are often the starting point for many organizations when it comes to traffic 
monitoring, analysis, or troubleshooting due to the functionality being immediately available within 
their switching infrastructure without any further investment. 

Soon enough though, it will likely be necessary to use multiple SPAN sessions simultaneously to 
access the traffic of interest or to sort out a problem. The EXA8 can aggregate up to eight SPAN 
sessions to a single output to simplify the logistics of getting the traffic they contain to a single point 
for analysis or monitoring.

Aggregate multiple SPAN ports 
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While SPAN sessions and Mirror ports are typically where many institutions begin their monitoring 
practices, they are not true enough for long-term, comprehensive monitoring. SPAN ports are limi-
ted in their ability to forward traffic, alter important details such as timing, and are prone to drop-
ping traffic leading to an incomplete and/or inaccurate picture of true network events. 

A network TAP (Test Access Point) is the solution, these are installed inline with network links and 
become a passive part of the connection. The TAP will create an identical copy of all traffic that is 
traversing the link and output it on a separate interface. 

The EXA8 functions as a TAP for up to 4 electrical 1Gbps links and, further, aggregates the 
copied network traffic to either one or two 1/10G SFP+ interfaces for output to a tool. The EXA8 is 
completely fail-safe inline ensuring that the live network traffic link remains uninterrupted, even if 
the EXA8 goes offline.

Passively tap live network links
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The EXA8 is the perfect device for adding visibility and monitoring to small office environments. 
The built-in 1TB M.2 SSD allows the EXA8 to capture traffic from tapped links for later analysis. The 
intuitive Web UI allows users to view historical data, search and filter areas of interest, and extract 
packet captures containing only the traffic of relevance. 

In a relatively low bandwidth environment, the EXA8 can store weeks of traffic data to its onboard 
storage. The EXA8 offers a small to medium business IT department all the tools needed to gain 
visibility and troubleshooting capabilities on their networks in a single, compact device. 

Small office monitoring 
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The EXA8 is a small, portable, 
low-power unit, making it ideal 
for deploying in any environment. 
Furthermore, management can be 
accomplished over the traditional 
Ethernet or RS232 interfaces but 
also wirelessly with the addition 
of a Wi-Fi card, cellular modem, or 
even satellite modem. 

This makes the EXA8 an exceptio-
nal choice for monitoring remote 
sites; even if they are truly remote. 
The variety of management opti-
ons combined with the ability to 
record and analyze traffic right on 
the device makes it an affordable 
and flexible option for everything 
from branch offices to industrial 
sub-stations. 

Remote site monitoring 

Wifi / 4G Modem / Iridium Modem

Wifi / 4G Modem / Iridium Modem

Wifi /  4G Modem / Iridium Modem

Wifi / 4G Modem / Iridium ModemRemote capture & 
monitoring solution
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Interested in investigating a suspect workstation or server? The EXA8 is portable and unobtrusive; 
it can be easily placed inline between an endpoint and switch in order to capture and record all 
traffic bound to and from that endpoint. 

This traffic can be analyzed remotely right on the EXA8 or copied and saved for later analysis or 
reference.

Remote workstation or server troubleshooting 

Network Diagram: Telecommunications Network Architecture
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Those who troubleshoot networks are no strangers to packet capture and analysis. Typically, the 
tools of the trade are a laptop with a protocol analyzer such as Wireshark gathering traffic from a 
mirror port, or better, a small TAP used in conjunction with said laptop. The EXA8 combines these 
features into a more compact, dedicated package. Furthermore, the EXA8 can handle traffic capture 
beyond 1Gbps which, for the traditional laptop setup, requires even more costly hardware. 

Another added benefit of the EXA8 is the ease of remote, out-of-band management, and fail-safe 
tapping of links, allowing the tech to deploy one or more EXA8s in separate locations and diagnose 
the issue more efficiently, or alternatively, collect data over a longer period of time without the need 
to remain on-site. 

Network troubleshooting 
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The EXA8 platform can be configured and deployed as a NetFlow probe. 

The passive tapping capability 
can be used to place the EXA8 
inline with network links from 
which it will then produce flow 
data. 

The EXA8 is an economical way 
to offload NetFlow data genera-
tion from your infrastructure.

EXA8s can be deployed across 
multiple sites and have their 
NetFlow data sent back to a cen-
tral collector for analysis bolste-
ring the monitoring capabilities 
of the organization.

NetFlow Probe 

tapped network link

site 1 netflow probe

tapped network link

site 2 netflow probe

tapped network links

site 3 netflow probe

netflow collector

netflow messages

netflo
w m

essages

netflow
 m
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Not only can the EXA8 platform be used to produce NetFlow data but an EXA8 can also be placed in the role 
of a NetFlow Analyzer. Flow data can be sent to an EXA8 deployed in this role to be monitored and analyzed. 
A strategic deployment of EXA8s becomes a very cost-effective measure to implement NetFlow and gain 
greater insight into the organizations network.

Flow Analyzer 
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Cubro has partnered with QXIP to bring their VoIP analytics and monitoring software, HOMER and 
HEPIC, to the EXA8 hardware platform. This trusted software platform is already in use by major 
companies and is now available with a dedicated hardware platform for deployment. QXIP’s com-
prehensive software platform offers the following features for Enterprises and Telecoms alike:

• Realtime tracking of SIP / ISUP / SS7 / IMS sessions
• Realtime analysis and reporting of all RTP/RTCP media sessions
• Tagging and grouping of flows by IP/NET or signaling session
• Full capture cache on USB or SSD

For more information on the EXA8 and HEPIC visit: http://hepic.tel

VoIP Analyzer 

http://hepic.tel
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Using the Regular Expression filtering functionality of the EXA8 an or-
ganization can “fingerprint” and identify applications, WhatsApp for 
instance, and proactively block that traffic from traversing the network. 

With over 4000 application signatures implemented already an orga-
nization can increase the efficiency, security, and productivity of their 
organization by eliminating unwanted applications on the network.

DPI blocking 
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{ "hash":"7461864e", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"213.143.110.250", "ip_2":"31.13.84.49" }
{ "hash":"7461864e", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"31.13.84.49", "ip_2":"213.143.110.250" }
{ "hash":"ce931c02", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"192.168.3.83", "ip_2":"31.13.84.51" }
{ "hash":"ce931c02", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"31.13.84.51", "ip_2":"192.168.3.83" }
{ "hash":"70d46209", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"31.13.84.49", "ip_2":"192.168.3.30" }
{ "hash":"b6cd9e62", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"80.110.82.15", "ip_2":"192.168.3.130" }
{ "hash":"6fc2f8ce", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"192.168.3.130", "ip_2":"80.110.82.15" }
{ "hash":"55e8f416", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"192.168.3.44", "ip_2":"192.168.43.12" }
{ "hash":"113d5e32", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"31.13.84.49", "ip_2":"192.168.3.44" }
{ "hash":"a597661a", "service": "whatsapp", "ip_1":"31.13.84.49", "ip_2":"192.168.3.72" }
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Business Benefits
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Prevent data and security breaches

According to information cited by CSO Online, “the average cost of a data breach in North America 
is $1.3 million for enterprises and $117,000 for small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs).” 

The EXA8 can function as both a NetFlow generator and probe. 
Employing these features allows an organization to not only gauge 
the performance of the network, but to identify anomalies as well, 
anomalies that could indicate a security breach. Additionally, each 
organization must maintain certain data security and compliance 
standards. 

An accurate map of your network architecture and the various 
security measures that are integrated can make it easier to tell 
whether you are at risk of non-compliance with an important 
regulation.
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Faster Incident Response and Reduced downtime

According to the Ponemon Institute’s annual report, the average cost of unplanned outages is $8,850 
per minute. The first step you can take to avoid network 
downtime is to monitor the health of your network. The 
second is to react quickly when an incident occurs. The 
EXA8 incorporates the ability to perform a rolling traffic 
capture direct to disk for historical analysis. 

Critical information is also indexed during capture to 
quickly identify and extract traffic of interest. With these 
capabilities the EXA8 increases the efficiency of incident 
response in troubleshooting both network outages and 
potential data breaches.

!
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The EXA8 can perform DPI filtering which can block unwanted applications. Take control of your network and avoid 
those significant productivity drains in the workplace. DPI filtering can also be used by network administrators to 
reduce the bandwidth consumed by non-business critical network traffic.

Increased productivity

productivity
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Enterprises that are unaware of vulnerabilities 
on the network or poorly performing links are at 
risk of compromise and losing potential revenue. 
Real time analysis and monitoring of the network 
is a must to identify any potential issues and op-
portunities to optimize the infrastructure. 

The EXA8 can effectively capture 100% of all network traffic for real-time, as well as historical, analysis. 
Network monitoring is a cost-effective way to protect your network’s assets and save valuable time 
and money that can be put towards other important IT goals.

Reduced operational costs through 
network optimization 
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The EXA8 helps in proactively monitoring your 
network and delivering better quality of service to 
your users. Whether operating as an internal unit 
or providing services to external clients, network 
operations teams are usually held to service level 
agreements (SLAs) set at 99.99% uptime. 

Meet the SLA, and end users or clients are happy. 
Fail to meet the SLA, and people start asking hard 
questions.

How do you ensure quick ROI with the EXA8?

1. Quick implementation
2. Ease of use
3. Ease of maintenance

4. Graphical Web User Interface
5. Able to run 3rd party applications

Managing SLAs
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The Product 
Journey
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Power of Open Source for Elevating
Cubro EXA8

When I received the EXA8 a couple of months ago, it was an ARM-powered Linux box with a configu-
rable 8 x 1G ports switch and 2x 10G SPF+ ports. My first reaction was, ‘cool box, but what can I do 
with it?’ Turns out a lot!

I started with simple stuff and created a Web UI and login form with user management. The current 
consensus is to use SPAs for developing web applications. Originally created by Facebook, ReactJS is 
a good example of how open source software can also benefit the company that is releasing it. Over 
the years ReactJS has become one of the most popular Web-Frameworks and at the time of writing 
this, over 1300 Developers have contributed towards its codebase and enhanced it for all users.

For the distribution of the HTML, JS and other static files, I chose the well-established Webserver 
NGINX. At this point the non-functional features were complete and it was time to think about how to 
“Elevate the EXA8”. I was introduced to Lorenzo Mangani from QXIP. Lorenzo is the founder and CEO 
of QXIP with over a decade of experience in telecommunications and VOIP. Lorenzo collaborated with 
us at Cubro during the development of the EXA8 platform and helped us with his vast knowledge and 
interconnectedness with the Open-source community.

By Nikola Jovicic, Software Engineer, Cubro

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-page_application
https://reactjs.org/
https://www.nginx.com
http://qxip.net/
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Through Lorenzo we implemented Stenographer, a tool created by Google for trouble 
shooting their own network infrastructure. This enabled us to implement a rolling-capture 
of all the traffic that goes through the EXA8 and quickly extract a PCAP between two times-
tamps. 

Stenographer is a CLI only tool, meaning there was no graphical UI for it. However, it is 
an open source tool and therefore I could read how its internals worked. I decided to wri-
te  Stenographer-Parser myself for it which returned me the json data I needed to paint a 
Graph of the used bandwidth for the Web UI.

The Library I chose to paint them is called React-Vis and it’s made by Uber. With the rolling-
capture done, we felt we could do more. Why simply extract a PCAP, why not examine it 
right there on the Web? 

This is exactly what Lorenzo helped us with, by suggesting we implement Webshark onto 
the EXA8 platform. 

https://github.com/google/stenographer
https://github.com/joviniko/SSTableKeys
 https://uber.github.io/react-vis/
https://bitbucket.org/jwzawadzki/webshark/src/master/
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Web UI

Login form with 
user management

Stenographer – for 
troubleshooting

Rolling capture

Extract PCAP between 
two timestamps

Webshark

Ntopng – monitor live 
network traffic

Discover application protocols like     or

Lorenzo and I worked on this feature together. I took care of porting the 
Webshark backend from Django to NodeJS while Lorenzo took care of the 
Fastify server and Docker integration. In a short amount of time, Webshark 
was successfully ported and integrated into the EXA8.

We weren’t done yet, so we started working on making ntopng part of 
the EXA8. We already had a standard Linux Network Interface called Xv 
from which we can tap packets and hence it was straight forward to point 
ntopng towards it as the source. 

As a result, EXA8 is now able to monitor live network traffic and discover 
application protocols such as Facebook or Youtube.

THIS IS THE POWER OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE!

https://github.com/QXIP/node-webshark
https://www.ntop.org/products/traffic-analysis/ntop/
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A solid network infrastructure is a vital part of any modern business which allows a com-
pany to communicate effectively internally and externally. It is important to protect the 
network infrastructure, because it is the backbone of any modern company.
  
One of the biggest threats to your company and network infrastructure is security. You 
need to keep your network secure as required by the law (in some countries) and to avoid 
disruption to business. 

The first packaged hardware and software solution for the EXA8 aims to address the needs 
of enterprise customers and network engineers for a fail-safe network tapping, traffic cap-
ture, and troubleshooting platform. 

Finally, it is possible to manage the EXA8 not only remotely but wirelessly with the ad-
dition of 4G or Satellite modems. Given the small, portable form factor, low power con-
sumption, and economical cost of the EXA8, it becomes a very compelling option 
for remote and distributed deployments.

Summary
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https://www.cubro.com/en/products/network-packet-brokers/exa8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16zCwKSDvJLw7LDt-rGO5oNb-i0cmVADz/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oStP96NRlYT785pVAxA67Pvn3AFLa-xf/view

Resources

https://www.cubro.com/en/products/network-packet-brokers/exa8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16zCwKSDvJLw7LDt-rGO5oNb-i0cmVADz/view 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oStP96NRlYT785pVAxA67Pvn3AFLa-xf/view
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To get a quote or order the product, send us an email at: order@cubro.com

Product details: Sessionmaster EXA8 8x1G  and 2 x 10 G , AC power 

How to order the EXA8

mailto:order%40cubro.com?subject=
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Cubro provides a comprehensive set of network visibility solutions that are efficient, cost-effective, 
and performance-oriented. With products that enable total network visibility into your traffic, we can 
enhance and support deployments in the Telecommunications, ISP, Data Centre, Enterprise, and 
Government spaces whether it be in virtualized or physical environments. 

Cubro will assist you in bringing your network performance and security monitoring 
efforts to their peak level and unlock valuable insights into your network traffic. 
Cubro has ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 certifications.

About Cubro Network Visibility

Ownership structure
privately owned

Customers
over 200
(globally)

Founded
2003

Headquartered
Vienna

Austria (Europe)
Growth rate

Based on 100% organic growth 
(2016/17)

85%
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Leadership Team

Gabriel Guriencu
CTO-Hardware 
Development

g.gabriel@cubro.com

Herbert Etlinger
Head of Support

h.etlinger@cubro.com

Sascha Naunovic
CFO

s.naunovic@cubro.com

Christian Ferenz
CEO

c.ferenz@cubro.com

mailto:g.gabriel%40cubro.com?subject=
mailto:h.etlinger%40cubro.com?subject=
mailto:s.naunovic%40cubro.com?subject=
mailto:c.ferenz%40cubro.com?subject=
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Contact Details

For more information, check our website www.cubro.com

Thank you

Cubro North America
105 Strowger Blvd
Brockville, Ontario,
Canada K6V 5K1

Tel: 613-213-0222
Email: americas@cubro.com

Cubro Network Visibility
Ghegastraße 1030 Vienna, 
Austria

Tel.: +43 1 29826660
Fax: +43 1 2982666399
Email: support@cubro.com

Cubro Asia Pacific
8, Ubi Road 2 #04-12 Zervex

Singapore 408538

Tel.: +65-97255386
Email: jl@cubro.com

Cubro Japan
8-11-10-3F, Nishi-Shinjuku, 

Shinjuku,
Tokyo, 160-0023 Japan

Email: japan@cubro.com
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